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Today’s Webinar…

Traditional Portuguese 

Christmas Recipes

Presented by 
Maria Lawton

The Azorean Greenbean
Author of Azorean Cooking: From My Family Table to Yours
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Today’s Presenter
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Maria Lawton
Author, Blogger, Foodie

Born in Rosario de Lagoa, Sao Miguel and 
currently lives in New Bedford, MA.
http://azoreangreenbean.com/

Find her books on Amazon.com

https://www.youtube.com/user/azoreangreenbean
https://www.facebook.com/AzoreanGreenBean/
https://twitter.com/azoreancookbook
https://www.instagram.com/azoreangreenbean/
https://www.pinterest.com/azorean/

http://azoreangreenbean.com/
https://www.youtube.com/user/azoreangreenbean
https://www.facebook.com/AzoreanGreenBean/
https://twitter.com/azoreancookbook
https://www.instagram.com/azoreangreenbean/
https://www.pinterest.com/azorean/


Ask Questions!

• Type your questions in the 
chat box in the GoToWebinar 
console

• Send additional questions to 
palcus@palcus.org
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Cavacas

Perfect dessert to have alone or 
with a cup of tea or coffee.
It’s not too sweet, it’s light, airy 
and delicious

http://azoreangreenbean.com/201
5/06/portuguese-cavacas/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/06/portuguese-cavacas/


Homemade Lemon Liquor

My cousin John Manuel told me that my 
mother was very good at making liqueur, and 
she would often have an assortment of 
tangerine, lemon, pineapple and milk liqueurs 
during the Christmas season to offer to all of 
her visitors.

This recipe can be used for different citrus 
fruits. Since all the fruits were typically picked 
fresh and in season, it’s best to use organic 
fruits. The alcohol will extract the color and 
flavor of the peels, so you want the liqueur to 
be as pure as possible with no added 
chemicals. I experimented with lemons and all 
I can say is it was delicious.

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2014/06/lemon
-liqueur-recipe/ 6

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2014/06/lemon-liqueur-recipe/


Chocolate Tart with Maria 
Biscuit Crust

The Maria Biscuit is a cookie I grew up with. 
It’s a wheat biscuit that’s not too sweet, but 
has always been a treat for me growing up. 
We eat it with our tea and coffee. You can 
pick this up at any grocery store in their 
international aisle. These biscuits are 
comparable to arrowroot cookies and can 
use them as a substitute.

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2014/06/ch
ocolate-tart-maria-biscuit-crust-recipe/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2014/06/chocolate-tart-maria-biscuit-crust-recipe/


Roasted Chestnuts
Castanhas

The season begins with the celebration of São 
Martinho in November and extends into 
Christmas and New Year!

The way that I prepare them is the same way 
my dad taught me. It’s very simple and of 
course, very delicious! It’s a combination of 
boiling then roasting…

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/roaste
d-chestnuts/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/roasted-chestnuts/


Sweet Bread 
Massa Souvada

Any special celebration would not be complete 
unless there was sweetbread to enjoy.

Making sweetbread was the hardest for me to 
learn. It wasn’t until my aunt explained that 
sweetbread dough is supposed to be wetter 
than the usual bread dough.  I had been 
adding more flour because I thought the 
dough was too wet.

This recipe is from my friend Ann’s family!

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/portu
guese-sweetbread/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/portuguese-sweetbread/


Malassadas

Malassadas is called by a lot of names: Filhos, 
Portuguese Donuts, Fried Dough or Beaver Tails. The 
name may vary but one thing we all agree on is that 
they are delicious!!!
Growing up my mom would make malassadas just 
for special occasions. Her malassadas would be light 
and airy with a hint of lemon. 

Since I have posted this recipe before I was given a 
couple of great suggestions that I need to pass 
along…xoxo
1. From Bibiana… instead of using milk use cooking 
oil to dip your fingers when working the dough.
2. From Anna…Let the dough rise in a oven with door 
closed and light on… No drafts to worry about and 
the light gives it a little warmth.

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/malassadas/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/malassadas/


Biscoitos

Biscoitos are made year round and 
are always available to enjoy with a 
good cup of coffee or tea…

Growing up my cookie jars were 
always filled with biscuits and I 
wouldn’t have wanted it another 
way.

http://azoreangreenbean.com/201
5/12/biscoitos/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/biscoitos/


Sweet Rice
Arroz Doce

My favorite dessert is Arroz Doce /Sweet Rice.

Anytime my mom asked me what I wanted I would 
never ask for cakes, I would always answer Arroz
Doce!!

So it’s no surprise that I would have three different 
recipes in my cookbook for Arroz Doce /Sweet Rice 
in it.

Here’s one of the three recipes of Arroz Doce … This 
one is the creamiest by far!!

This one comes from my aunt Lilia. Thanks Tia!

It is very important to follow these steps and not just 
put the egg yokes into the rice. If you do the eggs 
will cook and you will have scrabbled eggs.

http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/arroz-doce-
sweet-rice/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/2015/12/arroz-doce-sweet-rice/


Other Traditional Christmas 
Recipes

Portuguese Christmas Eve Cod Recipe from Leite’s 
Culinaria

http://leitesculinaria.com/7651/recipes-portuguese-
christmas-eve-cod.html

Christmas Fruit Cake/ Bolo do Natal 

http://www.docesregionais.com/bolo-de-frutas-do-
natal/

Sonhos

Rabanadas
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http://leitesculinaria.com/7651/recipes-portuguese-christmas-eve-cod.html
http://www.docesregionais.com/bolo-de-frutas-do-natal/


Presepio

Growing up, Christmas was huge in my family. My 
parents loved decorating for the holiday, especially 
my mom.  Her big production would be setting up 
the Presépio aka Manger … Not just a manger, but 
the entire village surrounding it.

Branches were brought in to fill in for trees, moss 
would be brought in for grass in the pasture for the 
sheep. Then my dad would grow wheat grass to have 
the greens surround the village, it was quite the 
setup! 

When my parents passed, I was the very lucky one 
who received my mom’s Presépio. I make sure that 
each year it’s on display for my family.

My parents would love knowing that the tradition 
continues and I know my daughters will continue one 
day when I’m gone…
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New PBS Series!

Maria is in the process of launching a PBS 
cooking series on Portuguese food!

Currently looking for sponsors – please 
contact her if you are interested!

http://azoreangreenbean.com/contact/
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http://azoreangreenbean.com/contact/


QUESTIONS?
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• All webinars are posted on the PALCUS website and 

YouTube channel for viewing anytime

• http://www.youtube.com/user/PALCUS91

• PDFs of all presentations posted to PALCUS Website 

and Facebook page

• Resource to share with family and friends!

Webinar Archive
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http://www.youtube.com/user/PALCUS91


THANK YOU FOR ATTENDING!

OBRIGADO!

www.palcus.org
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